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Abstract 
An automated flutter boundary tracking 
procedure is presented for the efficient 
calculation of transonic flutter boundaries. 
The new procedure uses aeroelastic responses to 
march along the boundary by taking steps in 
speed and Mach number, thereby reducing the 
number of response calculations prevlously 
requi red to determi ne a transoni c fl utter 
boundary. The tracking procedure reduces 
computational costs since only two response 
calculations are required per Mach number and 
provides a complete boundary in a single Job 
submission. Flutter boundary results are 
presented for a typical airfoil section 
oscillating with pitch and plunge degrees of 
freedom. These transonic flutter boundaries are 
in good agreement with "exact" boundaries 
calculated using the conventional time-marching 
method. The tracking procedure was also 
extended to include static aeroelastic twist as 
a simulation of the static deformation of a wing 
and thus contains all of the essential features 
that are required to apply it to practical 
three-dlmensional cases. Application of the 
procedure is also made to flutter boundaries as 
a function of structural parameters, the 
capability of which is useful as a design tool. 
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Nomenclature 
nondimensional elastic axis location, 
positive aft of midchord 
airfoil semi chord 
airfoil chord 
lift coefficient 
steady-state lift coefficient 
moment coefficient about pitching axis 
steady-state moment coefficient 
about pitching axis 
plunge displacement, positive down 
structural stiffness matrix 
pitch spring constant 
airfoil mass per unit span 
freest ream Mach number 
structural mass matrix 
airfoil radius of gyration about 
elastic axis 
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U 
Uf 
V 
Vf 
x 
xa 
a 
\I 
P 
a 
airfoil radlus of gyration about 
center of gravlty 
Laplace transform variable, a+iw 
time in seconds 
freest ream velocity 
flutter speed 
speed index, U/(bwa~) 
flutter speed lndex, Uf/(bwa~) 
distance aft of leading edge 
nondlmensional dlstance from elastlc 
axis to mass center 
airfoil angle of attack, positive 
leading edge up 
airfoil mean angle of attack 
wing root angle of attack 
dominant damping of aeroelastic 
response, positive for stable response 
airfoil mass ratio, m/wpb2 
freest ream air density 
damping coefficient of Laplace transform 
variable 
frequency of aeroelastic response 
uncoupled natural frequency of 
plunge 
uncoupled natural frequency of 
pitch about the elastic axis 
Introducti on 
Flutter is frequently a limiting factor in 
the performance of ai rcraft in transoni c 
flight. Because of this limitation, it is 
highly desirable to be able to accurately 
predict transonic flutter characteristics, 
especially during aircraft design. Furthermore, 
since design is an iterative process, it is 
important to be able to perform transonic 
flutter calculations inexpensively. 
Research on devel opi ng nonl 1 near transoni c 
flutter prediction techniques has progressed 
with the development of transonic small-dis-
turbance (TSD) computer codes. The nonli near 
techniques typically require the calculation of 
time responses to determine the stability of the 
aeroelastic system. In the time response 
analysis, the structural equations of motion are 
coupled to transonic aerodynamic codes using a 
numerical integration procedure. For example, 
Ballhaus and Goorjian 1 fi rst reported the cal-
culatlon of transonic aeroelastic responses for 
an oscillating airfoil with a single pitching 
degree-of-freedom (dof). Time responses were 
presented for the NACA 64A006 airfoil at M = 
0.88. The calculations were performed by 
simultaneously integrating the structural 
equation of motion with the unsteady aerodynamic 
solution procedure of their LTRAN22 code. 
The time-marching aeroelastic solution 
technique has subsequently been refined and 
extended b~ a number of researchers. Guruswamy 
and Yang performed aeroelastic response 
calculations for a plunging and pitching NACA 
64A006 airfoil at H • 0.85. Flutter speeds 
selected from a separate flutter analysis indeed 
resulted in neutrally stable time responses. 
Time-marching aeroelastic responses for alrfoils 
including an aileron pitching dof were presented 
in Refs. 4-6. Rizzetta~ demonstrated sig-
nificant nonlinear effects using relatively 
large initial conditions. Yang and Chen s and 
Yang and Batina 6 presented three dof time-
response results for the NACA 64A006. NACA 
64A010. and HBB-A3 airfoils. Edwards. et a1. 7 
presented nonlinear transonic flutter boundaries 
including angle-of-attack effects. The results 
were obtained using a more accurate structural 
integrator whi ch was based on the state-
transition matrix. More recently. Batina and 
Yang 8 have investigated the effects of active 
controls on transonic aeroelastic responses. and 
subsequently assessed the accuracy of state-
spac~ aeroelastic modeling. Berry. Batina. and 
Yang have included viscous effects in the 
calculation of transonic aeroelastic responses 
by using an integral boundary layer routine 
coupled to an inv15cid TSD code. Furthermore. 
Borland and Rizzetta 10 have applied the time-
marching aeroelastic response technique to a 
three-dimensional case. In Ref. 10. nonlinear 
transoni c fl utter results were reported for a 
rectangular wing with parabolic arc airfoil 
section. 
Although the time-marching aeroelastic 
procedures are relatively well developed for the 
determi nat i on of transoni c fl utter bounda ri es. 
the method can require large amounts of computer 
resources. In general. several aeroelastic 
responses need to be calculated for a range of 
flight speeds at a given Hach number. The 
flutter point is then estimated by interpolation 
of the damping from stable and unstable 
responses. To determi ne the flutter boundary. 
the procedure is repeated for each Hach number 
of interest. The repetitive nature of the 
time-marching aeroelastic method (hereafter 
referred to as the conventional method). can be 
computationally quite expensive as well as 
manpower intensive. The calculation of a 
transonlC flutter boundary. for example. can 
require as much as two to four weeks of elapsed 
analysis time. 
What is needed is a second generation 
method. wh i ch is 1 ess expens ive and time 
consuming. Therefore. it is the purpose of this 
paper to present the development of a transonic 
flutter boundary tracking procedure. which 
significantly reduces the elapsed analYSis time 
and lowers computational costs. The new 
procedure uses a time-marching aeroelastic 
response code to systematically march along the 
boundary by taking steps in speed and Hach 
number. Th15 tracking reduces the number of 
aeroelastic response calculations which are 
required for the conventional method. The 
objectives of th15 research were: (1) to 
develop an efficient automated flutter boundary 
tracking procedure which utilizes a time-
marching aeroelastic response code. (2) to 
verify' the procedure by making deta11ed 
2 
comparisons wlth conventional flutter Solutlons, 
(3) to improve the procedure by including statlc 
aeroelastic twist. and (4) to demonstrate the 
robustness and ut 11i ty of the new procedure by 
applying it to a variety of aeroelastic cases. 
In this study. the tracking procedure is 
applied to a simple aeroelastic system 
consisting of a typical airfoil section 
OSCillating with pitch and plunge degrees of 
freedom. The procedure is coupled to the time-
marching aeroe.lastic response analYSis within 
the XTRAN2L 11 unsteady transoni c sma 11. 
disturbance code. The paper presents a detailed 
description of the flutter boundary tracking 
procedure along with representative results and 
comparisons which assess the new method. 
Computational Procedures 
In this section. the time-marching 
aeroelastic method of calculating transonic 
fl utter speeds is fi rst bri efly descri bed. A 
more detailed description is given of the 
flutter boundary tracking procedure including 
the step-by-step numerical implementation. 
Finally. the inclusion of static aeroelastic 
tw15t into the ca 1 cu 1 at ions to s i mu late stat i c 
deformation under load is also described. 
Time-Harching Aeroelastic Solutions 
The equations of motion for a typical 
airfoil section with pitch and plunge de~rees of 
freedom may be written in matrix form as 
i
ii} fh 1 2i-(C -c )} [H] + [K] • _1_(~) 1 10 (1) 
•• 1111 D 2(c -c ) a a m m 
o 
where [H] is the mass matrix. [K] 15 the 
st i ffness mat rix, and the dot denotes 
differentiation with respect to time t. Plunge 
and pitch displacements hand a. respectively, 
are perturbati ons about the mean ai rfoil 
position. The lift and moment coefficients 
c1 and em. respectively. are the 
stBady-state val~es calculated at the mean angle 
of attack ao. which are subtracted from the 
total coefficients. In the time-marching 
solution. the equations of motion are coupled to 
an unsteady aerodynamic code for 
time-integration. In this study. Eq. (1) is 
simultaneously integrated with the. aerodynamic 
solution procedure of the XTRAN2L code using the 
modi fi ed state-transition matrix integrator of 
Edwards. et al. 7 Details of the solution 
procedure may be found in Ref. 7. An initial 
plunge d15placement is typically used to start 
the integration of Eq. (1) by setting h(O) = 
0.01. and a(O) = ~(O) = &(0) = O. 
In the conventional method. the flutter 
analyst must repetitively calculate time-
marching aeroelastic responses for a range of 
speeds U. at a given Mach number. Generally 
three to four speeds are selected for response 
calculations to determine one stable and one 
unstab 1 e fl i ght speed. The f1 utter speed Uf. 
is calculated by interpolating the dominant 
damping of the responses to the speed where 
damp1ng is zero. The procedure is then repeated 
for each Mach number of interest. 
Damping of the aeroelastic responses is 
est1mated from the response curves uSing the 
modal identification technique of Bennett and 
Desmarais. 12 The modal estimates are determined 
by a least squares curve-fit of the 
responses using complex exponential functions of 
the form 
m 
X(t) = Ao + L eoJt [A cos(wJt) + BJsin(w~t)] (2) 
J=l J oJ 
where m 1S the number of modes selected here to 
be equal to two. The damping of each mode is 
calculated USing 
(3) 
The dom1nant damping of the aeroelastic system 
is determined by selecting the smallest value of 
r;J. As an exampl e. the top part of Fi g. 1 
shows a typical pitch response and modal 
curve-fit. In the lower part of Fig. 1 are the 
two component modes determ1 ned from the moda 1 
fit. As shown in Fig. 1. the lower frequency. 
constant amplitude mode is dominant. and 
therefore determi nes the stabil ity of the 
aeroelast1c system. 
In the conventional method. the modal 
i dent Hi cat i on code of Ref. 12 is norma lly run 
as a separate Job step. Based upon the results 
of this program. the flutter analyst must then 
a 
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Fig. 1 Modal curve-fit of aeroelastic pitch 
response and resulting component modes 
at fl utter for the NACA 64AOI0A ai rfoi 1 
at M = 0.80. 
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make deciS10ns on cont1nu1ng the Solut10n 
procedure. Therefore. the method can be quite 
manpower intensive w1th the calculatlon of a 
transonic flutter boundary requiring as much as 
two to four weeks of elapsed analysls time. 
Flutter Boundary Tracking Procedure 
The flutter boundary tracking procedure 1S 
an algorithm for calculat1ng a transon1C flutter 
boundary in an efficient and automated fashion. 
In this study. the procedure is coupled to the 
time-march1ng aeroelastlc response analys1s 
with1n the XTRAN2L code. However. the procedure 
is general enough to be coupled to any 
aeroelastic response code. 
Start1ng cond1tlons are requ1red to beg1n 
the flutter boundary track1ng procedure at Mach 
number MI' as shown 1n Fig. 2(a). The 
starting cond1tlons are obta1ned w1th1n the 
track1ng procedure code uS1ng the conventional 
method. Several responses are computed for 
vary1ng speed 1ndices to determ1ne values VI 
and V2 which bracket the flutter boundary. 
The f1 rst fl utter speed index Vf is 
calculated by 1nterpolation of the do~inant 
damp1ng of these responses. The start1ng 
cond1tlons for the tracking procedure at Mach 
number Ml 1nclude the speed ind1c1es VI and 
V2. the dom1nant damp1ng values of the 
responses at these speeds q and r;2' 
respect lVely. and the fl utter speed 1 ndex 
Vfl· 
The procedure tracks the boundary from a 
glven Mach number M1 to M1+1 as shown 1n 
F1g. 2(b). The flutter speed index Vf1 1S 
assumed to be known. The flutter speed 1ndex at 
Mi+l is predicted by approx1mat1ng the flutter 
boundary curve w1th the Taylor ser1es 
(4) 
Since relatlVely small steps 1n Mach number are 
used. all terms of second or h1gher order are 
neglected. Since V = f(M) is an lmpl1c1t 
funct10n spec1f1ed by r;(V,M) = 0, the slope of 
the flutter boundary can be expressed as dV/dM = 
-(ar;/aM)/( ar;/av). Rewrit1ng Eq. (4) 1n delta 
notation gives 
(5) 
The change in damp1ng terms are defined as 
(6a) 
o Response calculation 
o Interpolated flutter point 
afJM 
Time 
Vf 
r Flutter boundary 
Unstable 
a~ Stable 
Time 
M1 Mach number 
(a) calculation of first flutter speed 
index Yfl and starting conditions. 
o Response calculation 
o Predicted flutter point 
o Interpolated flutter point 
Vf 
Mach number 
(b) flutter boundary tracking from Mach 
number Mi to Mi+l. 
o Response calculation 
o Predicted flutter point 
o Interpolated flutter point 
o 
Vf o 
Mach number 
(c) continuation of tracking procedure 
over a range of Mach number values. 
Fig. 2 Graphical description of flutter 
boundary tracking procedure. 
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and the terms 6V and 6M are expressed as 
(7a) 
(7b) 
where I,; is the dampi ng of the domi nant mode of 
the aeroelastic response calculated for the 
gi ven speed index and Mach number combi nat ion. 
The speed indices VI. V2. and V3 are the 
values at which response calculations are 
performed. Equations (5). (6). and (7) form the 
basis of the flutter boundary tracking 
procedure. 
Computationally. the procedure tracks the 
boundary from Mach number Mi to M1+1 as 
described in steps I through 4. 
1. A converged steady flowfield is calculated 
at conditions (Vf1• Mi) to be used as 
the initial f10wfield for aeroelastic 
response calculations at Mi+l. For the 
va 1 ues of 6M invest i gated. the numeri ca 1 
transient induced by using an initial 
f1 owfi e 1 d at a nei ghbori ng Mach number is 
negligible. 
2. To determi ne the f1 utter speed index at 
Mach number Mi+l' aeroelastic responses 
are calculated at the speed index V3 
shown in Fig. 2(b). The dominant damping 
of these responses is then determ1 ned for 
the eva 1 uat i on of the 61;M/6M term in Eq. 
(5). The 61,;y/6Y term in Eq. (5) 1S 
calculated from information already known 
at Mi. For the first prediction of 
Yfi+l from Yfi w1th Eq. (5). the 
va 1 ue of the speed index V3 is set equa 1 
to VI. For all other predictions. the 
speed index V3 is set equal to VI if 
the absolute value of (VfrV1) is 
less than the absolute value of 
(Vf1-V2). Otherwise. Y3 1S set 
equal to Y2. The predicted flutter point 
determined USing Eq. (5) is labeled 
(Yfi+I)P in Fig. 2(b). 
3. Aeroe1astic response histories are 
calculated at V4 which is set equal 
to (Vf1+I)P to determ1ne the 
stabll 1ty of the a1 rfoil at the predi cted 
flutter speed 1ndex. The dominant damp1ng 
values obtained from the responses 
calculated at V3 and V4 are then used 
to ca 1 cu 1 ate the fi na 1 fl utter speed index 
Yfi+l by interpolation or extrapolation 
of the damping. Figure 2(b) shows a 
typical 1nterpolation case. 
4. The procedure is cont1nued to the next Mach 
number by returning to step I for the 
calcu1at10n of a new converged steady 
f10wfie1d. When returning to step 1 the 
values for VI. V2. 1;1. 1,;2. Vf1• 
and Mi are set equal to V3. V4. 1,;3. 
1,;4. Vfi+l' and M1+1. respectively. 
By repeating steps 1 through 4 for a range 
of Mach number values, a flutter boundary 
can be cal cul ated as shown graphi ca 11y in 
Flg. 2(c). 
The flutter speed index Vf, +1 at Mach 
number Mi+l is calculated using linear 
1 nterpol at 1 on or extrapolation of the domi nant 
damplng at speed indicles V3 and V4 ln step 
3 of the tracklng procedure. To demonstrate the 
validlty of this assumption of linearlty in 
dampl ng for small changes in speed about the 
flutter point, the dominant damping values from 
several representative response calculations are 
plotted versus speed index in Fig. 3. The 
response historles were calculated for the NACA 
64AOIOA airfoll at M = 0.80, in increments of 
speed index AV equal to 71. of the resultlng 
flutter speed index. As shown ln Fig. 3, the 
assumptl0n of llnearlty is valid since the 
damplng values (circles) lie very close to a 
stralght llne. 
Additl0nally, the flutter boundary tracklng 
procedure lS not constrained to determlne 
flutter boundarles as a function of Mach 
number. The current lmplementatlon of the 
procedure allows for the calculatlon of flutter 
boundanes wlth respect to an aeroelastlc 
parameter such as II, a, xa , r a' tlh, or 
wa 1 nstead of Mach number. In thi s case, the 
mathematlcal formulation of the tracklng 
procedure is the same as that described above 
wlth the chosen parameter belng substituted for 
Mach number M. Computati ona11y, the parameter 
and the correspondl ng step are chosen as input. 
Static Aeroelastlc TW1St 
To be able to conceptually apply the 
tracklng procedure to reallstlc 
three-dimens 1 onal cases, the procedure was 
extended to include static aeroelastic twist as 
a two-dlmensional slmulatl0n of the statlc 
deformation of a wing. The significance of 
statlc aeroelastlc tW1St on tYPlcal sectl0n 
flutter at transonic speeds was demonstrated by 
Edwards, et al. 7 The statlc tW1St lS determined 
by uSlng a slmple model of a llnear root pitch 
spring and equating the aerodynamlc pltchlng 
moment to the pitch sprlng restoring moment. 
The result1ng static equilibrium equation may be 
written as 
where (aa-ar ) is the static aeroelast1c 
twist. In terms of a strip theory analysis, 
a r 1S the wing root angle of attack and CO 1 s the 1 oca 1 sect i on mean angl e of attack. The 
steady-state moment coefficient about the 
pitching axis em is the same quantity that 
appears 1n Eq. ~1). By nondimensionalizing, 
Eq. (8) may be rewritten as 
(9) 
which is solved iteratively for the mean angle 
of attack aa. 
5 
8 
o R •• pon •• calculation 
-- Straight lin. approxllllatlon 
O~------~~----------------
v 
Fig. 3 Dom1nant damp1ng vs. speed index for 
NACA 64A010A airfoil at M = 0.80. 
The mean angle of attack must be calculated 
to include statlc aeroelastic effects 1n flutter 
boundary calculations. By modifYlng XTRAN2L to 
include Eq. (9), a steady flowfield and mean 
angle of attack are obtained slmultaneously. 
Specif1cally, the wing root angle of attack ar 
1S flXed and aa is varied untll a converged 
steady flowfleld and mean angle of attack CO 
are determlned. For appllcat10n to the con-
vent10nal method, a static aeroelastic 
calculat10n should be performed before each 
response calculation. This adds the com-
putat10nal cost of performlng one steady 
flowfield calculat10n per response to the total 
cost of a convent i ona 1 method fl utter sol ut 1 on. 
When 1ncludlng stat1c aeroelast1c twist 1n the 
flutter boundary track1ng procedure, the mean 
angle of attack aa is determined during the 
steady flowfield calculat10n 1n step 1. For the 
cases presented a converged steady flowfield and 
mean angle of attack aa are obta1ned 1n the 
same number of tlme steps required for the 
steady flowfield calculation w1thout statlc 
twist. Consequently stat1c tW1St lS lncluded 1n 
the track1ng procedure at no add1t10nal cost. 
The mean angle of attack used for all response 
calculations at Mal is set equal to the mean 
angle of attack calculated for flutter at Mi. 
For the va 1 ues of t,v and t.M invest 1 gated, the 
changes in mean angle of attack CO when 
stepping from M, to M'+1 were small. 
Consequently, the statlc aeroelast1c tW1St lS 
lagged one Mach number for computational 
convenience. 
Results and D1Scussion 
Flutter boundary calculat10ns were 
performed for a typical a1rfoil section 
oscillating with pitch and plunge degrees of 
freedom. The airfoils chosen were the NACA 
64A010 NASA Ames model (herein referred to as 
NACA 64A010A) and the MBB-A3 supercritical 
airfoil. The airfoil coordinates were taken 
from Ref. 13. Flutter boundary results are 
presented for Case A of Isogal1~, 15 WhlCh has 
normal modes slmilar to those of a streamwlse 
section near the tlP of a sweptback wing. The 
wlnd-off coupled plunge and pltch frequencles 
are 71.33 and 535.65 rad/sec, respectlvely. The 
pivotal point for the plunge mode lS located 
1.44 chordl engths ahead of the 1 eadi ng edge. 
The plvotal point for the pltch mode is 0.068 
chordlengths forward of mldchord. Speclfically, 
the aeroelastic parameter values are a = -2.0, 
xa = 1.8, ra = 1.865, II = 60.0, "ll = 100 
rad/sec, and wa = 100 rad/sec. 
Flutter boundary tracklng results are 
compared with "exact" flutter boundarles 
calculated uSing the conventl0nal method. These 
comparlsons serve to verlfy the flutter boundary 
tracking concept as well as to assess the 
accuracy of the procedure. Flutter boundary 
tracking results are presented both with and 
without statlc aeroelastlc tW1St. Statlc 
aeroelastlc tWlst lS lncluded to further 
demonstrate the versatillty of the procedure and 
to show the lmportance of static deformatlon on 
flutter behavlor. Flnally, flutter boundary 
tracklng results are presented as a functlon of 
elastlc aX1S 10catl0n to show a further 
extenslon of the procedure. 
Flutter Boundary Tracklng Results 
Calculatlons were performed for the NACA 
64A010A and MBB-A3 airfol1s for Mach numbers 
rangl ng from M = 0.65 to M = 0.80. The mean 
angl es of attack were ao = 1.0° for the NACA 
64A010A al rfol1 and no = -0.5° for the MBB-A3 
al rfol1. These anJlles of attack were chosen by 
Bland and Edwards 1 , for these alrfol1s, because 
they produce steady-state 11ft and shock 
10catl0ns that are approximately equal at the 
same Mach number. Wlth 11ft and shock 10catl0ns 
approxl mate ly equal, compa rl sons of fl utter 
behavi or can be made between the two al rfol1 s. 
Steady pressure distributions for the NACA 
64A010A and MBB-A3 airfol1s are shown in Figs. 
4{a) and 4{b), respectlVely, for Mach numbers 
from M = 0.75 to M = 0.80 in 1 ncrements of 
0.01. For the NACA 64A010A alrfOl1 (Fig. 4{a)), 
the flow lS subcritlcal up to approxlmately M = 
0.76. Between M = 0.76 and 0.77, a shock wave 
forms on the upper surface near 45% chord. Wlth 
lncreasing Mach number, the shock grows in 
strength and moves further downstream along the 
alrfol1. The shock becomes relatlVely strong 
and lS located near 68% chord at M = 0.80. For 
the MBB-A3 ai rfoil (Fi g. 4{b)), the steady 
pressure dlstributlons behave ln much the same 
manner as for the NACA 64A010A al rfoi 1. The 
upper surface shock wave forms between M = 0.77 
and 0.78, and grows In strength wlth lncreasing 
Mach number. At M = 0.80, the shock lS located 
at 68% chord Whl ch 1 s the same as that for the 
NACA 64A010A alrfoil. The strength of the 
MBB-A3 shock wave, though, lS conslderably 
less. Furthermore, the pitchlng moment (about 
quarter chord) for the MBB-A3 al rfol1 is much 
dl fferent 1 n compa r1 son wi th the NACA 64A010A 
alrfol1 because of the aft-loadlng. 
TransonlC flutter boundarles for the NACA 
64A010A and MBB-A3 ai rfoil s are shown in Fi gs. 
5{a) and 5{b), respectively. Flutter boundary 
tracking results are presented for steps in Mach 
number of hH = 0.01, 0.03, and 0.05. The three 
6 
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(b) MBB-A3 airfoil at no _0.5°. 
Flg. 4 Steady pressure dlstributions for Mach 
numbers ranging from M = 0.75 to M = 
0.80. 
sets of results were obtalned to assess the 
accuracy and robustness of the tracklng 
procedure by making dlrect comparisons with 
conventional Solutlons. For the two airfoils, 
the flutter boundarles are quite siml1ar. As 
pOl nted out in Ref. 16, the boundary for the 
MBB-A3 al rfol1 lS nearly ldentlcal to that of 
the NACA 64A010A alrfoil when lt is shlfted to 
the 1 eft by 0.01 Mach number. These fl utter 
boundarles show the so-called transonlC dip, but 
for the Mach number range consldered, the 
boundari es do not defi ne the ml nl mum fl utter 
speed. The Mach number range lS restrlcted 
Slnce potentlal codes are not rellable beyond 
about M = 0.80 for these alrfoil s unl ess the 
entropy generated by the shock waves is 
accounted for. 1 7 For the NACA 64A010A ai rfoil 
(Flg. 5{a)), all three sets of tracking results 
1 8 
1 6 
1.4 
1 2 
V, 
1 0 
-- Conventional 
.8 Tracking 
0 t.M = 0 01 
6 0 t.M = 0 03 0 t.M - 0 05 
0 
64 
Mach number 
(a) NACA 64A010A ai rfoil at 00 .. 1.0 0 • 
1 8 
1.6 
1 4 
1.2 
V, 
1 0 Conventional 
8 Tracking 
0 t.M-001 
0 t.M - 003 
8 0 t.M - 005 
Mach number 
(b) MBB-A3 ai rfoil at 00 = _0.5 0 • 
Fig. 5 Comparison of flutter boundaries 
calculated with conventional and flutter 
boundary tracklng procedures. 
are in very good agreement with the conventional 
solution. The average errors for t.M = 0.01, 
0.03. and 0.05 are 0.39t. 0.74t. and 2.21t. 
respectively. The damping and speed index 
values that were used to determlne the t.M = 0.03 
tracking results are listed in Table 1. The 
conventional method flutter speed lndicies are 
labeled Vfexact in Table 1. The tabulated 
speed i ndi ci es 1 nd1 cate that the track i ng 
procedure stays close to the boundary when 
march1ng from one Mach number to the next. For 
the MBB-A3 alrfoil (F1g. 5(b». the three sets 
of tracking results are in very good agreement 
with the conventional Solutlon except at M = 
0.80. Here. the flutter points for t.M = 0.03 
and 0.05 are Sllghtly overpred1cted because of 
the steepness of the boundary. The average 
errors for liM = 0.01. 0.03. and 0.05 are O.46t. 
1.65t. and 4.34t. respectively. For the latter 
two cases. the average error 1S dom1nated by the 
overpredictlon of the flutter p01nts at M = 
0.80. An opt10n eX1sts w1thin the current 
implementation of the flutter boundary tracking 
procedure to perform an additlonal response 
calculat~n per Mach' number to lmprove 
accuracy. When th1S opt10n was exerclsed for 
the MBB-A3 a1 rfoll. the average errors for 6M = 
0.03 and 0.05 were slgn1f1cantly reduced to 
0.62% and 0.89%. respectlVely. The results 
presented demonstrate that the flutter boundary 
track1ng procedure is accurate and robust. The 
track1ng results were obta1ned w1th fewer 
response calculations than the conventional 
method results. A computat10nal savlngs of 
approximately a factor of two was atta1ned. In 
all of the rema1n1ng results to be presented. 
the step in Mach number was set equal to 0.02. 
and only two response calculations per Mach 
number were performed. 
Fl utter Boundar Results Includ1ng 
tat1c TW1St 
Flutter boundary calculat10ns lnclud1ng 
static aeroelastlc tW1St were performed for the 
NACA 64A010A and MBB-A3 a1 rfo1l s. The f1 utter 
boundaries were calculated for Mach numbers 
ranglng from M = 0.70 to M = 0.80. The wlng 
root angles of attack were selected as ar = 
1.0 0 for the NACA 64A010A airfo1l and ar = 
_0.5 0 for the MBB-A3 a1rfoil. These root angles 
of attack are 1dentical to the mean angles of 
attack no used in the previous sect10n to 
Table 1. Flutter boundary track1ng results for the NACA 64A010A a1rfo1l w1th t.M 0.03. 
Mi VI V2 r;(V1) r;(V2) Mi+1 V3 V4 r;(V3) r;(v4) V f1+1 V fexact 
X 10 3 X 10 3 X 10 3 X 10 3 
0.65 1.64 1.58 - 5.95 2.08 1.59 1.59 
0.65 1.64 1.58 - 5.95 2.08 0.68 1.64 1.49 -18.37 0.99 1.50 1.50 
0.68 1.64 1.49 -18.37 0.99 0.71 1.49 1.40 -12.37 -1.50 1.39 1.38 
0.71 1.49 1.40 -12.37 -1.50 0.74 1.40 1.25 -19.28 -1.24 1.24 1.23 
0.74 1.40 1.25 -19.28 -1.24 0.77 1.25 1.02 -30.27 -3.62 0.Q9 0.97 
0.77 1.25 1.02 -30.27 -3.62 0.80 1.02 0.52 -50.64 5.37 0.55 0.55 
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allow for direct comparison of results with and 
without static twist. Steady pressure 
distributions for these airfoils at M = 0.80 are 
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). The speed 
indicies used for the steady pressure 
distributions computed with static twist were 
the resulting flutter speed values, Vf = 0.67 
and Vf = 0.94, for the NACA 64A010A and MBB-A3 
airfoils, respectively. For this case the 
static twist decreases the strength of the upper 
surface shocks and reduces the steady-state 
loading. For the NACA 64A010A airfoil (Fig. 
6(a)), the static twist lowers the mean angle of 
attack from CIa = 1.0° to CJo = 0.46°. This 
change in mean angle of attack weakens the shock 
and displaces it forward from 68% chord to 61% 
1 0 
5 
Without static twist 
With static twist 
Upper surface 
OH-,t,P*--------1r"'~--
x/c 
(a) NACA 64A010A airfoil w1th or • 1.0°. 
--Without static twist 
-- - - With sta tic twist 
1 0 Upper surface 
5 
O~~r-----~~-~--
-.5~_~ __ L-_~ __ ~_~ 
o 
x/c 
(b) MBB-A3 airfoil with ar = _0.5°. 
Fig. 6 Steady pressure distributions at M = 
0.80, including the effect of static 
aeroelastic twist at flutter. 
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chord. Additionally, a relatively weak shock 
forms on the lower surface at 49% chord. For 
the MBB-A3 ai rfoil (F1 g. 6(b)), the stat 1 c twi st 
lowers the mean angle of attack from ao = 
_0.5° to ao = -1.5°. The affect of stat1c 
twist on the pressure distr1butions of the 
MBB-A3 airfo11 is similar to that on the NACA 
64A010A ai rfoi 1. The upper surface shock wave 
is signif1cantly weakened and is displaced 
forward from 68% to 61% chord, which 1S the same 
shift in shock location that was determined for 
the NACA 64A010A a1 rfo11 • In general, stat 1 c 
twist affected the steady pressure distr1but10ns 
of the two airfo11s 1n a slm11ar manner over the 
range of Mach numbers cons1dered. The stat1c 
twist angles for both a1 rfoils are plotted as 
functions of Mach number in Fig. 7. These 
angles were computed at the speed 1nd1C1es 
corresponding to flutter (to be presented 
subsequently). Results are only plotted from 
the flutter boundary tracking procedure since 
the conventional method tW1St angles are 
i dent i ca 1 to plott 1 ng accu racy. As shown 1 n 
F1g. 7, the tW1St angles decrease with 
increaslng Mach number since the flutter speed 
index decreases. The stat1c tW1St for the 
MBB-A3 a1rfoil 1S much larger (negat1vely) than 
that of the NACA 64A010A a1 rfo11 throughout the 
entire Mach number range considered. This is 
attributed to the d1fferent pitching moment 
characteristics of the MBB-A3 airfoil due to the 
aft-loading. 
Flutter boundary track1ng results, computed 
both with and w1thout stat1c twist, are shown 1n 
Fi gs. 8(a) and 8(b) for the NACA 64A010A and 
MBB-A3 airfo11s, respectively. These results 
are compared with conventional method Solut10ns 
to assess the accuracy of the tracking procedure 
when static tW1St is 1ncluded. The results 
computed without static tW1st are those shown 
previously 1n Figs. 5{a) and 5{b). The overall 
effect of static tW1st on the flutter behavior 
of both airfOils is an increase in flutter speed 
index. Stat i c aeroe 1 ast i c effects on fl utter 
speed index vary as the twist angles change with 
-1 IS 
MBB-A3 Ca, = -0 SO) 
SIatlc 
Iwl.I -1 0 
cao-a,) 
-6 
Mach numbe, 
Fig. 7 Static aeroelast1c twist angle 
(CIa - ar) for the NACA 64A010A and 
MBB-A3 airfoils at flutter. 
speed index and Mach number. For example, at 
subcrltlcal Mach numbers, static twist has 
llttle affect on flutter behavlor, as would be 
expected based upon linear theory. As the Mach 
number increases into the transonic regime, the 
effects of static twist on flutter generally 
increase. For the NACA 64AOlOA ai rfoil (Fi g. 
8(a», the flutter boundaries with and without 
static twist show only small differences between 
M = 0.70 and M = 0.74. At M = 0.76, the flow Is 
slightly supercrltlcal and the static twist 
begins to have a larger effect on flutter. A 
shock forms on the airfoil upper surface between 
M = 0.76 and M = 0.78, which produces a large 
I ncrease In fl utter speed I ndex due to stat I c 
twist. From M = 0.78 to M = 0.80, the static 
1.6 
1 4 
1.2 
V, 1 0 
.8 
6 
Conventional Tracking 
o Without static twist 
C With static twist 
Mach number 
(a) NACA 64AOlOA airfoil with a,. = 1.0°. 
Conventional Tracking 
o Without static twist 
1 6 C With static twist 
1 4 
1 2 
V, 1 0 
8 
6 
Mach number 
(b) MBB-A3 airfoil with a,. = _0.5°. 
Fig. 8 Comparison of flutter boundaries 
calculated with conventional and flutter 
boundary tracking procedures Including 
static aeroelastic twist. 
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twist angle decreases and ltS effect on the 
fl utter boundary 1 s s li ght ly reduced. For the 
MBB-A3 airfoil (Fig. 8(b)), there lS a 
negllgible difference in the flutter boundaries 
with and without statlc tW1St below M = 0.76, 
due to the subcrltlcal nature of the flow. 
Between M = 0.76 and M = 0.78, the shock wave 
forms and static tWlst beglns to affect the 
flutter boundary for the MBB-A3 al rfoll In a 
manner slmllar to that for the NACA 64AOI0A 
airfoil. At M 0.80, however, a more 
signiflcant lncrease in flutter speed lndex 
occurs for the MBB-A3 a1 rfo11 due to the much 
larger (negative) statlc tW1St angle as shown In 
Fig. 7. A much larger value for flutter speed 
index also results, Slnce the shock wave on the 
MBB-A3 airfoil is much weaker 1n comparison w1th 
the NACA 64AOI0A alrfoil. Edwards, et al. 7 
stUdl ed the effects of stat 1 c tWl st for hl gher 
root angles of attack (ar = 2 to 5°) where 
they found more pronounced dl fferences ln the 
flutter boundarles of the two a1rfolls. The 
tracking procedure flutter boundarles 1nclud1ng 
static twist In FlgS. 8(a) and 8(b) are in 
excellent agreement wlth the respectlVe 
conventlonal method Solutl0ns. The average 
errors for the boundarles wlth statlc tW1St are 
0.32% and 0.19% for the NACA 64AOlOA and MBB-A3 
alrfolls, respectlvely. The differences in the 
flutter boundary results wlth and wlthout statlc 
twist demonstrate the lmportance of statlc 
deformatlon on flutter behavlor. The inclusion 
of statlc tW1St lS therefore a requl rement for 
performing reallstlc flutter analyses for 
wlngs. The tracklng procedure thus contains all 
of the essentlal features for appllcatlon to 
practical three-dlmenslonal cases. 
Flutter Boundary Tracking Results as a Functlon 
of Elastlc AX1S Locatlon 
Flutter boundary track1ng results as a 
functlon of elastlc axis locatlon are shown in 
Fig. 9 for the NACA 64AOI0A alrfoll at M = 
0.80. Calculations were performed both wlth and 
wlthout statlc aeroelastlc tW1St. The airfoll 
mass propertles were held flxed by requi rlng 
that xa = -(a + 0.2) WhlCh flxes the mass 
center and that r2 = r 2 + x2 (where rcg= 0.49) 
a cg a 
Whl ch flXes the radlUs of gyrat 1 on about the 
center of gravlty (rCg )' The step ln elastlc 
axis locatlon was seTected as M = 0.2, and 
flutter boundarles were calculated for the range 
-2.0 ~ a ~ -0.6. The results for a = -2.0 are 
the same as those shown ln Flg. 8(a) at M = 
0.80. As shown ln Fig. 9, the flutter speed 
index decreases as the elastlc aX1S 10catl0n 1S 
moved aft from a = -2.0 to a = -0.6. The 
decrease ln speed 1ndex 1S due to a lower p1tch 
mode frequency Wh1Ch 1ncreases the coupling 
between the plunge and p1tch modes. For 
example, at a = -2.0, the wlnd-off coupled 
plunge and pltch natural frequenc..1es are 71.33 
rad/sec and 535.65 rad/sec, respect 1 ve ly. At 
a = -0.6, these frequenc1es become 78.23 rad/sec 
and 165.26 rad/sec, respect 1 ve ly. The fl utter 
boundary with stat1c tW1St has flutter speed 
1 ndi ces Whl ch are greater than those for the 
boundary without statlc tW1St. Th1S lncrease 1n 
flutter speed index due to statlc tW1st 1S a 
function of the tW1St angle (ae - ar). The 
twist angle decreases from (eta - a,.) = _0.54° 
at a -2.0 to (eta a,.) _0.36° at 
7 
8 
Vf 5 
4 
Conventional Tracking 
o Without Itatlc twllt 
a With static twist 
8 
Fig. 9 Flutter boundaries as a function of 
elastic axis location for the NACA 
64A010A airfoil at M = O.BO. 
a = -0.6. Consequently, the increase in flutter 
speed index due to stat i c twi st is 9reatest at 
a = -2.0. 
Concluding Remarks 
An automated flutter boundary trackin9 
procedure has been developed for the efficient 
calculation of transonic flutter boundaries. 
Thi s new procedure uses aeroelasti c responses 
computed with the XTRAN2L unsteady transonic 
small-disturbance code, to march along the 
boundary by taking steps in speed and Mach 
number. The flutter boundary tracking procedure 
therefore reduces the number of response 
calculations previously required to determine a 
transonic flutter boundary, and provides a 
complete boundary in a single Job submission. 
Furthermore, the tracking procedure reduces 
computational costs Slnce only two response 
calculations are required per Mach number. 
Flutter boundary results were presented for 
a simple aeroelastic system consisting of a 
typical airfoil section oscillating with pitch 
and plunge degrees of freedom, to demonstrate 
the track1ng procedure. These flutter 
boundaries were in good agreement with "exact" 
boundaries calculated using the conventional 
method. With the flutter boundary tracking 
procedure, the elapsed analysis time has been 
reduced from two to four weeks to one day 
turnaround, and the computational cost 
approximately halved. 
To be able to conceptually apply the 
track1ng procedure to realistic 
three-dimensional cases, the procedure was 
extended to include static aeroelastic twist as 
a two-dimensional simulation of the static 
deformation of a wing. The tracking procedure 
f1 utter bounda ri es computed wi th stat i c twi st 
10 
were in exce 11 ent agreement wi th the "exact" 
solution, and cost no more than the boundar1es 
obtai ned without stat 1 c twi st. Therefore, the 
flutter boundary track1ng procedure is accurate 
and contai ns all of the essent i a 1 features that 
are required to apply 1t to pract1cal 
three-d1mensional cases. 
Add1t10nally, the tracking procedure 1S not 
constrained to determine flutter boundar1es as a 
funct10n of Mach number. The procedure 1S 
applicable to other parameters 1nfluenc1ng the 
flutter boundary, mak1ng 1t potentially useful 
as a des1gn tool. A sample calculat10n was 
presented show1ng a flutter boundary as a 
function of elast1c aX1S location, thereby 
demonstrating th1S capab111ty. 
F1nally, the present work lS cons1dered to 
be an "ln1t1al" capabil1ty Slnce flutter 
boundary track1ng lS a first attempt to prov1de 
an eff1 C1 ent automated procedure. Future work 
will be a1med at extens10ns of the present 
capab1lity as well as other approaches of 
transonic flutter boundary determ1nat10n. 
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